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Day’s contents

Description of what Week 4 will be about

Including deliverables

Basic structure of your next week’s test process

How to start a usability test

What to measure during interactive parts

What to ask in an interview

What users to recruit
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What week 4 will be about
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Tasks

1. Creation of an alternative UI for some part of your
prototype

2. Conduct a user evaluation to find out which UI is better
Real people (not from this class) who are representative of the
people that your use scenario talks about
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Deliverables on week 4

Friday’s presentation:
Demo of the two versions
What was your data collection method
Presentation of the data that helped you determine the winning
version

Annotated portfolio (3 slides):
1. Presentation of the difference in the two alternatives (screenshots

in the middle). Annotations describe what the difference was and 
why you focused on that difference.

2. Photo from one of your evaluations. Annotations tell how it was
organized, what data was collected and why. Remember to blur
the participant’s face if it shows in the photo.

3. Primary data in the center. Annotations tell how you decided, 
using that data, what was the winner. (This slide can be the same
as your last slide in your presentation).

Personal deliverable: 
As before
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Research design of a usability
study
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Different types of usability evaluations

A) When evaluation is made by an 
outsider team

E.g., usability/UX consultant

What is evaluated:
usually only one system

Focus:
often the task is to find errors and 
know their relative importance

B) When evaluation is made by a 
design team

E.g., your project

What is evaluated:
It is possible to evaluate many
designs against each other
(= comparative evaluations)
Why is this a good idea?

Focus:
Find usability problems
Get direction for design
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Comparative evaluations

Paper’s message:
Evaluations are better if
users can compare
several alternatives
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Tohidi et al. (2006). Getting the right design and the design right: Testing
many is better than one. https://doi.org/10.1145/1124772.1124960

https://doi.org/10.1145/1124772.1124960


Basic setup for your usability study on next week

Pilot test + at least 1 evaluation / group member
= Pilot test + at least 2–3 evaluations depending on your group size

Evaluation consists of:
Introduction of the evaluation to the participant
User tests one of your versions based on the scenario
User tests the other of your versions
Feedback discussion

Aim for 30–40 minutes/participant
You can adapt the setup if you want or need to

One group member interacts with participant, another video 
records

Every group member has to be at least once in the role that
interacts with the participant
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Usability evaluation

Controlled scenario-driven test:
1. Write realistic task scenarios for 

the features that need evaluation
2. Create mockup materials that 

make the unfinished system feel 
real

3. Present the scenario for the 
participant and ask him/her carry 
out the tasks.

4. Record with video
5. Repeat with more participants 

until findings saturate

Photo: CodeSyntax usability lab by garaolaza, http://www.argazkiak.org/photo/codesyntax-usability-lab/size/l/. 
Licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported

http://www.argazkiak.org/photo/codesyntax-usability-lab/size/l/


What is a pilot test?

Pilot test = full rehearsal
You do everything in the pilot in the same way as you plan to do in 
an actual evaluation

Participant can be your friend
Even someone from this course
But not one of your group members

All group members must be present in the pilot test

If pilot test reveals problems in your evaluation setup, you
need to fix them before the actual evaluations.
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Usability test’s introduction

What you need to do before the ”actual
evaluation” starts
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Contents of the introduction

Researcher describes the study, its requirements, participant’s 
rights, researchers’ responsibilities, etc:

Who are the members of the research team that organize this study
Emphasise that purpose is not to evaluate the participant, but to 
investigate a ways to improve design
Tell that the participant has a right to quit their participation any time 
during the study
Maximum length
Who will see the data and know participant’s identity

Get an agreement to video record



Research designing

User tests one of your versions based on the
scenario
User tests the other of your versions
Feedback discussion
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Basic structure of the evaluation
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A meaningful sequence of actions: a task that has a start and an end

Your
scenario Goal

state

Competing baseline design

Your best attempt from this week

Intro-
duction Inter-

view

Your
scenario



Exercise: Pilot test on the use scenario

1. Put up your prototype in a laptop screen
2. Find your use scenario
3. Decide roles:

Who will read the use scenario (others will take notes)

4. Find a pair team
5. One team member reads the scenario to someone in 

the other team who acts as a participant
6. Does the other team’s participant know what to do

when the scenario ends?
7. Give feedback on the use scenario
8. Exchange roles and do steps 4–6 again
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Basic structure of the evaluation
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Your
scenario Goal

state

Competing baseline design

Your best attempt from this week

Intro-
duction Inter-

view
Goal
state

Competing baseline design

Your best attempt from this week



Exercise: Give names to your alternatives

Give a descriptive name for both of your alternatives
”Our own design” – ”Baseline (standard) design”
”Categorised list” – ”Recency-ordered list”
…
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Exercise: What will you measure?

What information will tell which of the two alternatives is 
better?
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Between-subjects and within-subjects designs
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J
Interface A

J
Interface B

Within-
subjects

All users evaluate all 
the design 
alternatives

J
Interface ABetween-

subjects
Each user evaluates 
only one design 
alternative

J
Interface B

(aka repeated 
measures)



Pros and cons of between- and within-
subjects designs

Within-subjects
Minimizes errors that 
result from users’ 
differences 
Learning effect: users 
learn to carry out Task B 
by carrying out Task A

Between-subjects
No learning effects
Needs more participants
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Hornbaek (2013), p. 321–322 
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Exercise: Between or within subjects?

Discuss:
Can the same participant test both of your prototypes?

Will the participant learn so that the second design alternative can
always be used better?
Will the first evaluation reveal something about the task that makes
the second evaluation feel stupid? (e.g., creativity tasks, problem-
solving tasks)
Are there other reasons why one participant cannot test both Uis?
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Minimizing the learning effect

Make different users evaluate the designs in different order
This spreads the learning effect uniformly

Example:
User 1: A B C
User 2: C A B ç Each pair repeats exactly 2 times
User 3: B C A

”Latin square” combinatorics

This will be needed in your project in Week 4
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Biases

Confirmation bias:
Researcher organizes the study so that it prefers one alternative
over another
Related: Leading questions and wording bias. (”Do you like this? Is 
this better?”)

Social desirability bias:
User guesses what the researchers would like to get as a result

Acquiescence bias:
User does not dare to criticize the design

Observer effect:
User feels awkward and behavior is not natural
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See https://www.quirks.com/articles/9-types-of-research-bias-and-how-to-avoid-them

https://www.quirks.com/articles/9-types-of-research-bias-and-how-to-avoid-them


Basic structure of the evaluation
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Exercise: Interview questions

Discuss:
What is it that your evaluation will actually compare?

Based on this, discuss:
What three or four questions would you ask after the evaluation?
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Exercise: Reflection on your interview
questions
1 Are your questions open-ended
or close-ended questions?

Which ones are better in your
case?

2 Do your interview questions
involve bias?

How would you rephrase them?
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Open-ended:
The space of possible answers is 
unlimited

Close-ended:
The answer can be only one
among predefined alternatives
that the researcher has specified

Confirmation bias:
Unbalanced comparisons
Leading questions

Social desirability bias:
User guesses what result you
want



Users

How many users do you need?
What users should you have in a study?
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What users should you have in a study?

Carefully consider who are your target users
Remember the PACT analysis

You cannot use people from this class in the evaluations
Pilot study is an exception

Use convenience sampling
= Recruit people who you have a good access to but who fit in 
your idea of your target users
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Young users Old users

Your target users



Exercise

What users you could find?
What are the closest realistic approximations?

Do you want to have a homogenous or heterogeneous
user sample?
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Wrapping up week 4’s tasks
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Schedule for next week

Weekend:
Start recruiting participants
Take this step seriously!
Finding participants can be
difficult!
Remember to mention that you
want to video record the
session

Monday:
Create your design of alternative
UI

Tuesday:
Complete the preparations
Do the pilot study
Fix problems in your preparations

Wednesday & Thursday:
Do 2–3 evaluations with the users
that you recruited
Analyse the data
Prepare the Friday’s presentation
and deliverable

Friday: 
Present your findings in the
design crit
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